Recent oil activities in the Netherlands

For all information and data on Exploration and Production in the Netherlands, see the Netherlands Oil and Gas Portal www.nlog.nl & www.ebn.nl
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A12-1 (1971) Breached Chalk structure

Good oil shows in entire core section (fair to good fluorescence and visible streaming cut) but only background oil saturations on logs – Breached structure? + some updip potential + shows a working kitchen is within reach!

Dry hole analysis Chalk wells in Northern Offshore

F06 DANA EXPLORATION CAMPAIGN 2014
-2 Chalk exploration wells

F17 WINTERSHALL EXPLORATION CAMPAIGN 2014
-3 Chalk exploration wells

F17 STERLING EXPLORATION CAMPAIGN 2014
-Broadband 3D Seismic acquisition (500 km²)

AMSTEL FIELD ONSTREAM SINCE 2014

Indication of future Dutch oil and gas revenues (except Groningen field)

Note: These price assumptions are for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect projections